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FATIGUE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR HYBRID
NONVOLATILE SOLID STATE MEMORY SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Application

Serial No. 11/952,648, filed December 7, 2007, which claims the benefit of U.S.

Provisional Application No. 60/869,493, filed December 11, 2006. This

application also claims priority to U.S. Application No. 12/365,455, filed February

4, 2009, and, U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/032,774, filed February 29,

2008. The disclosures of the above applications are incorporated herein by

reference in their entirety.

FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to solid state memories, and

more particularly to hybrid nonvolatile solid state memories.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The background description provided herein is for the purpose

of generally presenting the context of the disclosure. Work of the presently

named inventors, to the extent it is described in this background section, as well

as aspects of the description that may not otherwise qualify as prior art at the

time of filing, are neither expressly nor impliedly admitted as prior art against the

present disclosure.

[0004] Flash memory chips, which use charge storage devices, have

become a dominant chip type for semiconductor-based mass storage devices.

The charge storage devices are particularly suitable in applications where data

files to be stored include music and image files. Charge storage devices,

however, can sustain a limited number of write cycles after which the charge

storage devices can no longer reliably store data.

[0005] A limited number of write cycles may be acceptable for many

applications such as removable USB (universal serial bus) drives, MP3 (MPEG

Layer 3) players, and digital camera memory cards. However, when used as



general replacements for bulk nonvolatile storage in computer systems, a limited

number of write cycles may not be acceptable.

[0006] Lower density flash devices, where a single bit is stored per

storage cell, typically have a usable lifetime on the order of 100,000 write cycles.

To reduce cost, flash devices may store 2 bits per storage cell. Storing 2 bits per

storage cell, however, may reduce the usable lifetime of the device to a level on

the order of 10,000 write cycles.

[0007] Flash devices may not have a long enough lifetime to serve as

mass storage, especially where part of the mass storage is used as virtual

memory paging space. Virtual memory paging space is typically used by

operating systems to store data from RAM (random access memory) when

available space in RAM is low. For purposes of illustration only, a flash memory

chip may have a capacity of 2 GB (gigabytes), may store 2 bits per cell, and may

have a write throughput of about 4 MB/s (megabytes per second). In such a

flash memory chip, it is theoretically possible to write every bit in the chip once

every 500 seconds (i.e., 2E9 bytes / 4E6 bytes/s).

[0008] It is then theoretically possible to write every bit 10,000 times in

only 5E6 seconds ( 1 E4 cycles * 5E2 seconds), which is less than two months. In

reality, however, most drive storage will not be written with 100% duty cycle. A

more realistic write duty cycle may be 10%, which may happen when a computer

is continuously active and performs virtual memory paging operations. At 10%

write duty cycle, the usable lifetime of the flash device may be exhausted in

approximately 20 months. By contrast, the life expectation for a magnetic hard

disk storage device typically exceeds 10 years.

[0009] FIG. 1 illustrates a functional block diagram of a conventional

solid-state disk 100. The solid-state disk 100 includes a controller 102 and a

flash memory 104. The controller 102 receives instructions and data from a host

(not shown). When a memory access is requested, the controller 102 reads or

writes data to the flash memory 104, and communicates this information to the

host.

[0010] An area (or memory block) of the flash memory 104 may

become unreliable for storage after the area has been written to or erased a



predetermined number of times. This predetermined number of times is referred

to as the write cycle lifetime of the flash memory 104. Once the write cycle

lifetime of the flash memory 104 has been exceeded, the controller 102 can no

longer reliably store data in the flash memory 104, and the solid-state disk 100

may no longer be usable.

SUMMARY

[001 1] In various embodiments, the present disclosure is directed to a

solid state memory system. The system comprises a first nonvolatile

semiconductor memory having a first write cycle lifetime and a first set of

physical addresses, and a second nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a

second write cycle lifetime and a second set of physical addresses. The first

write cycle lifetime is greater than the second write cycle lifetime. The system

further comprises a fatigue management module to generate a write frequency

ranking for a plurality of logical addresses. The fatigue management module

maps each of the plurality of logical addresses to a physical address of the first

set of physical addresses or the second set of physical addresses based on the

write frequency rankings.

[0012] In various embodiments, the present disclosure is directed to a

fatigue management method for a solid state memory system. The method

comprises providing a first nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a first write

cycle lifetime and a first set of physical addresses, and providing a second

nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a second write cycle lifetime and a

second set of physical addresses. The first write cycle lifetime is greater than

the second write cycle lifetime. The method further comprises generating a write

frequency ranking for a plurality of logical addresses, and mapping each of the

plurality of logical addresses to a physical address of the first set of physical

addresses or the second set of physical addresses based on the write frequency

rankings.

[0013] In still other features, the systems and methods described

above are implemented by a computer program executed by one or more

processors. The computer program can reside on a computer readable medium



such as but not limited to memory, nonvolatile data storage and/or other suitable

tangible storage mediums.

[0014] In still other features, the systems and methods described

above are implemented by a computer program executed by one or more

processors. The computer program can reside on a computer readable medium

such as but not limited to memory, nonvolatile data storage and/or other suitable

tangible storage mediums.

[0015] Further areas of applicability of the present disclosure will

become apparent from the detailed description provided hereinafter. It should be

understood that the detailed description and specific examples, while indicating

the preferred embodiment of the disclosure, are intended for purposes of

illustration only and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] The present disclosure will become more fully understood from

the detailed description and the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0017] FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

according to the prior art;

[0018] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

according to the present disclosure;

[0019] FIG. 3 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

including a wear leveling module;

[0020] FIG. 4A is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

including the wear leveling module of FIG. 3 and a write monitoring module;

[0021] FIG. 4B is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

including the wear leveling module FIG. 3 and a write mapping module;

[0022] FIG. 5 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

including a degradation testing module and the wear leveling module of FIG. 3;

[0023] FIG. 6 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

including a mapping module and the wear leveling module of FIG. 3;

[0024] FIGS. 7A-7E are exemplary flowcharts of a method for

operating the solid state disk drives illustrated in FIGS. 2-5;



[0025] FIG. 8 is an exemplary flowchart of a method for operating the

solid state disk drive illustrated in FIG. 6;

[0026] FIG. 9 is a functional block diagram of a system including a

solid state disk drive;

[0027] FIG. 10 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

comprising a fatigue management module according to the present disclosure;

[0028] FIG. 11 is a functional block diagram of a solid state disk drive

comprising a fatigue management module with independent wear leveling

modules for each of the memories according to the present disclosure;

[0029] FIG. 12 is an exemplary mapping/write frequency ranking table

according to the present disclosure; and

[0030] FIG. 13 is an exemplary flowchart of a method for operating the

solid state disk drive of FIG. 10.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0031] The following description is merely exemplary in nature and is

in no way intended to limit the disclosure, its application, or uses. For purposes

of clarity, the same reference numbers will be used in the drawings to identify

similar elements. As used herein, the phrase at least one of A, B, and C should

be construed to mean a logical (A or B or C), using a non-exclusive logical or. It

should be understood that steps within a method may be executed in different

order without altering the principles of the present disclosure. As used herein,

the term "based on" or "substantially based on" refers to a value that is a function

of, proportional to, varies with, and/or has a relationship to another value. The

value may be a function of, proportional to, vary with, and/or have a relationship

to one or more other values as well.

[0032] As used herein, the term module refers to an Application

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC), an electronic circuit, a processor (shared,

dedicated, or group) and memory that execute one or more software or firmware

programs, a combinational logic circuit, and/or other suitable components that

provide the described functionality.



[0033] The cost of charge-storage-based flash devices such as Nitride

Read-Only Memory (NROM) and NAND flash has been decreasing in recent

years. At the same time, new high-density memory technologies are being

developed. Some of these memory technologies, such as phase change

memory (PCM), may provide significantly higher write endurance capability than

charge-storage-based flash devices. However, being newer technologies, the

storage capacity, access time, and/or cost of these memories may be less

attractive than the storage capacity, access time, and/or cost of the flash

devices.

[0034] To combine the longer write cycle lifetime of new memory

technologies with the low cost of traditional technologies, a solid-state memory

system can be constructed using both types of memory. Large amounts of low

cost memory may be combined with smaller amounts of memory having a higher

write cycle lifetime. The memory having the higher write cycle lifetime can be

used for storing frequently changing data, such as operating system paging data.

[0035] FIG. 2 depicts an exemplary solid-state memory system. The

solid-state memory system may be used as a solid-state disk in a computer

system or other device that may need to store data, e.g., a cell phone, set top

box, automobile component, wireless personal digital assistant (PDA), and the

like. For example only, a PCM chip, such as a 2 GB PCM chip, may be

combined with NAND flash devices or NROM flash devices. The write cycle

lifetime of PCM memory may soon be of the order of 1E 1 3 write cycles. PCM

chips having a write cycle lifetime in excess of 1E7 write cycles are available. At

1E7 write cycles, a PCM chip has a write cycle lifetime that is 1000 times longer

than a 2 bit/cell flash device that can endure 1E4 write cycles.

[0036] PCM chips may provide faster data throughput than the flash

device. For example, a PCM chip may provide 100 times faster data throughput

than the flash device. Even if the PCM chip provides 100 times faster data

throughput than the flash device, the 1000 time greater write cycle lifetime yields

an effective write cycle lifetime that is 10 times longer than the flash device. For

example, at 10% write duty cycle, it would take 15.9 years to exhaust the lifetime



of the PCM chip even if the PCM chip provides 100 times faster data throughput

than the flash device.

[0037] FIG. 2 illustrates a functional block diagram of an exemplary

solid-state disk 200 according to one implementation of the present disclosure.

The solid-state disk 200 includes a controller 202 and first and second solid-state

nonvolatile memories 204, 206. Throughout the remainder of this disclosure,

solid-state nonvolatile memories may be implemented as integrated circuits (IC).

The controller 202 receives access requests from a host 220. The controller 202

directs the access requests to the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 or the

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206, as described in greater detail below.

[0038] For example only, the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204

may include relatively inexpensive nonvolatile memory arrays and have a large

capacity. The second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 may have a greater

write cycle lifetime while being more expensive and having a smaller capacity

than the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204. In various implementations,

the host 220 may specify to the controller 202 the logical addresses that

correspond to data that will change relatively frequently and the logical

addresses that correspond to data that will change relatively infrequently.

[0039] The controller 202 may map the logical addresses

corresponding to data that will change relatively frequently to physical addresses

in the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206. The controller 202 may map

the logical addresses corresponding to data that will change relatively

infrequently to physical addresses in the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204.

[0040] The first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 may include single-

level cell (SLC) flash memory or multi-level cell (MLC) flash memory. The

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 may include single-level cell (SLC)

flash memory or multi-level cell (MLC) flash memory.

[0041] Before a detailed discussion, a brief description of drawings is

presented. FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary solid-state disk 250 including a wear

leveling module 260. In one implementation, the wear leveling module 260

controls mapping between logical addresses from the host 220 to physical

addresses in the first and second solid-state memories 204, 206. The wear



leveling module 260 may perform this mapping based on information from the

host.

[0042] Alternatively or additionally, the wear leveling module 260 may

measure or estimate the wear across all areas of both the solid-state nonvolatile

memories 204, 206 and change the mapping to equalize wear across all areas of

both the solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206. In one implementation, the

goal of the wear leveling module 260 is to level the wear across all the areas of

the solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206 so that no one area wears out

before other areas of the solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206.

[0043] With various nonvolatile memories, writing data to a memory

block may require erasing or writing to the entire memory block. In such a block-

centric memory, the wear leveling module 260 may track the number of times

that each memory block has been erased or written. When a write request

arrives from the host, the wear leveling module 260 may select a memory block

of memory that has been written to the least from among the available memory

blocks. The wear leveling module 260 then maps the incoming logical address

to the physical address of this memory block. Over time, this may produce a

nearly uniform distribution of write operations across memory blocks.

[0044] FIGS. 4A and 4B include additional modules that help to control

wear leveling. In FIG. 4A, the wear leveling module 260 determines how

frequently data is written to each of the logical addresses. In one

implementation, logical addresses that are the target of relatively frequent writes

or erases are mapped to physical addresses that have not experienced as much

wear.

[0045] In FIG. 4B, a write mapping module 356 receives write

frequency information from the host 220. The write frequency information

identifies the logical addresses that correspond to data that is expected to

change relatively frequently and/or the logical addresses that correspond to data

that is expected to change relatively infrequently. In addition, the write mapping

module 356 may determine how frequently data is actually written to the logical

addresses, as in FIG. 4A. FIG. 5 shows a solid-state disk 400 where

degradation of the memory and resulting remaining life is determined empirically,



in addition to or instead of estimating remaining life based on the number of

writes or erases.

[0046] FIG. 6 shows a solid-state disk 450 where a combination of first

and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 462, 464 is used for caching data.

In one implementation, the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 462 has a high

storage capacity (for example, 2 GB or greater). In one implementation, the

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 464 has a faster access time than the first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 462, and has a smaller storage capacity (for

example, 2 GB or less) than the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 462. The

first and second memories 462, 464 may both have high write cycle lifetimes.

[0047] A mapping module 465 may be used to map logical addresses

from a host to the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 462, 464

based on access time considerations. The mapping module 465 may receive

access time information from the host 480, such as a list of addresses for which

quick access times are or are not desirable. Alternatively or additionally, the

mapping module 465 may monitor accesses to logical addresses, and determine

for which logical addresses reduced access times would be most beneficial. The

logical addresses for which low access times are important may be mapped to

the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 464, which (in one implementation)

has reduced access times.

[0048] As used herein, access times may include, for example, read

times, write times, erase times, and/or combined access times that incorporate

one or more of the read, write, or erase times. For example, a combined access

time may be an average of the read, write, and erase times. By directing certain

logical addresses to be mapped to the second solid-state nonvolatile memory

464, the host 480 may optimize storage for operations such as fast boot time or

application startup. The mapping module 465 may also be in communication

with a wear leveling module 260 that adapts the mapping to prevent any one

area in the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 462, 464 from

wearing out prematurely.

[0049] FIGS. 7A-7E depict exemplary steps performed by the

controllers shown in FIGS. 4A-5. FIG. 8 depicts exemplary steps performed by



the controller shown in FIG. 6. A detailed discussion of the systems and

methods shown in FIGS. 2-8 is now presented.

[0050] Referring now to FIG. 3, a solid-state disk 250 includes a

controller 252 and the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 204 and

206. The controller 252 communicates with the host 220. The controller 252

comprises a wear leveling module 260 and first and second memory interfaces

262, 264. The wear leveling module 260 communicates with the first and

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 via first and second memory

interfaces 262, 264, respectively.

[0051] The wear leveling module 260 receives logical addresses from

the host 220. The logical addresses are converted into physical addresses

associated with the first memory interface 262 and/or the second memory

interface 264. During a write operation, data from the host 220 is written to the

first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 via the first memory interface 262 or to

the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 via the second memory interface

264. During a read operation, data is provided to the host 220 from the first or

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 204, 206 via the first or second memory

interface 262, 264, respectively.

[0052] For example only, the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204

may be relatively inexpensive per megabyte of capacity and may therefore have

a large capacity. The second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 may have a

longer write cycle lifetime and may be more expensive than the first solid-state

nonvolatile memory 204, and may therefore have a smaller capacity.

[0053] The first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 204 and

206 may be written to and/or erased in blocks. For example, in order to erase

one byte in a memory block, all bytes of the memory block may need to be

erased. In addition, in order to write one byte of a memory block, all bytes of the

memory block may need to be written. The wear leveling module 260 may track

and store the number of write and/or erase operations performed on the memory

blocks of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206.

[0054] The wear leveling module 260 may use a normalized version of

the write and/or erase cycle counts. For example, the number of write cycles



performed on a memory block in the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 may

be divided by the total number of write cycles that a memory block in the first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 can endure. A normalized write cycle count

for a memory block in the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 may be

obtained by dividing the number of write cycles already performed on that

memory block by the number of write cycles that the memory block can endure.

[0055] The wear leveling module 260 may write new data to the

memory block that has the lowest normalized write cycle count. To avoid

fractional write cycle counts, the write cycle counts can be normalized by

multiplying the write cycle counts by constants based on the write cycle lifetime

of the respective memories 204 and 206. For example, the number of write

cycles performed on a memory block of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory

204 may be multiplied by a ratio. The ratio may be the write cycle lifetime of the

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 divided by the write cycle lifetime of

the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204.

[0056] In various implementations, the write cycle count may only be

partially normalized. For example, the write cycle lifetime of the second solid-

state nonvolatile memory 206 may be significantly higher than the write cycle

lifetime of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204. In such a case, the write

cycle count of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 may be normalized

using a write cycle lifetime that is less than the actual write cycle lifetime. This

may prevent the wear leveling module 260 from being too heavily biased toward

assigning addresses to the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206.

[0057] The normalization may be performed using a predetermined

factor. For example, if the write cycle lifetime of the first solid-state nonvolatile

memory 204 is 1E6, and for a given application of the solid-state disk 250, the

necessary write cycle lifetime of the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206

is 1E9, the normalization can be performed using a factor of 1,000. The factor

may be a rounded off estimate and not an exact calculation. For example, a

factor of 1000 may be used when respective write cycle lifetimes are 4.5 E6 and

6.3 E9.



[0058] The wear leveling module 260 may include a data shifting

module 261 . In one implementation, the data shifting module 261 identifies a

first memory block having stored data that remains unchanged over a

predetermined period of time. Such stored data may be called static data. The

static data may be moved to a second memory block of memory that has

experienced more frequent write cycles than the first memory block. The wear

leveling module 260 may map the logical addresses that were originally mapped

to the physical addresses of the first memory block, to the physical addresses of

the second memory block. Since the static data is now stored in the second

memory block, the second memory block may experience fewer write cycles.

[0059] Additionally, static data may be shifted from the second solid-

state nonvolatile memory 206 to the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204. For

example, the data shifting module 261 may identify a least used memory block

(LUB) of the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206. If a number of write

operations performed on a memory block during a predetermined period is less

than or equal to a predetermined threshold, the memory block is called a LUB.

When the amount of usable or available memory in the second solid-state

nonvolatile memory 206 decreases to a predetermined threshold, the wear

leveling module 260 may map the LUB to a memory block of the first solid-state

nonvolatile memory 204.

[0060] Occasionally, the number of write operations performed on a

first memory block of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 may exceed a

predetermined threshold. The wear leveling module 260 may bias mapping of

logical addresses that were originally mapped to the first memory block, to a

second memory block of the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 thereby

reducing the wear on the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204.

[0061] Referring now to FIG. 4A, a solid-state disk 300 includes a

controller 302 that interfaces with the host 220. The controller 302 includes the

wear leveling module 260, a write monitoring module 306, and the first and

second memory interfaces 262 and 264. The write monitoring module 306

monitors logical addresses received from the host 220. The write monitoring

module 306 may also receive control signals indicating whether a read or a write



operation is occurring. Additionally, the write monitoring module 306 tracks the

logical addresses to which data is frequently written by measuring frequencies at

which data is written to the logical addresses. This information is provided to the

wear leveling module 260, which biases the logical addresses to, e.g., physical

addresses of the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206.

[0062] Referring now to FIG. 4B, a solid-state disk 350 includes a

controller 352, which interfaces with the host 220. The controller 352 includes a

wear leveling module 260, a write mapping module 356, and first and second

memory interfaces 262, 264. The write mapping module 356 receives address

information from the host 220 indicating the logical addresses that will be more

frequently written to. This information is provided to the wear leveling module

260, which biases the logical addresses to the second solid-state nonvolatile

memory 206.

[0063] The write mapping module 356 may also include functionality

similar to the write monitoring module 306 of FIG. 4A. The write mapping

module 356 may therefore update stored write frequency data based on

measured write frequency data. Additionally, the write mapping module 356 may

determine write frequencies for the logical addresses that were not provided by

the host 220. In one implementation, the write frequency data may be adjusted

even if a logical address has not been accessed for a predetermined period.

The wear leveling module 260 may store all data corresponding to the logical

addresses that are flagged as frequently written to in the second solid-state

nonvolatile memory 206.

[0064] If the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 is full, the

write operations may be assigned to the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204

and vice versa. Data can also be remapped and moved from the second solid-

state nonvolatile memory 206 to the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 to

create space in the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 206 and vice versa.

Alternatively, data may be mapped solely to the first or the second solid-state

nonvolatile memory 204, 206 when the wear level of the second or the first solid-

state nonvolatile memory 206, 204 is greater than or equal to a predetermined

threshold. It should be noted that the predetermined threshold for the wear level



of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memory 204, 206 may be the same

or different. Furthermore, the predetermined threshold may vary at different

points in time. For example, once a certain number of write operations have

been performed on the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204, the

predetermined threshold may be adjusted to take into consideration the

performed write operations.

[0065] The wear leveling module 260 may also implement the write

monitoring module 306 and the write mapping module 356. Hereinafter, the

wear leveling module 260 may also include the write monitoring module 306 and

the write mapping module 356.

[0066] Referring now to FIG. 5, the solid-state disk 400 includes a

controller 402 that interfaces with the host 220. The controller 402 includes the

wear leveling module 260, a degradation testing module 406, and the first and

second memory interfaces 262, 264. The degradation testing module 406 tests

the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206 to determine

whether their storage capability has degraded.

[0067] In various implementations, the degradation testing module 406

may test only the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204, since the write cycle

lifetime of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 204 (in one implementation) is

less than the write cycle lifetime of the second solid-state nonvolatile memory

206. The degradation testing module 406 may periodically test for degradation.

The degradation testing module 406 may wait for periods of inactivity, at which

point the degradation testing module 406 may provide addresses and data to the

first and/or second memory interfaces 262, 264.

[0068] The degradation testing module 406 may write and then read

data to selected areas of the first and/or second solid-state nonvolatile memories

204, 206. The degradation testing module 406 can then compare the read data

to the written data. In addition, the degradation testing module 406 may read

data written in previous iterations of degradation testing.

[0069] Alternatively, the degradation testing module 406 may write the

same data to the same physical address at first and second times. At each of

the two times, the degradation testing module 406 may read back the data



written. The degradation testing module 406 may determine a degradation value

for the physical address by comparing the data read back at the two times or by

comparing the data read back at the second time to the written data.

[0070] The wear leveling module 260 may adapt its mapping based on

the degradation value measured by the degradation testing module 406. For

example, the degradation testing module 406 may estimate a maximum write

cycle count for a memory block based on the amount of degradation. The wear

leveling module 260 may then use this maximum write cycle count for

normalization.

[0071] Alternatively, the wear leveling module 260 may use the

number of writes cycles remaining for a memory block to make assignment

decisions. If one of the solid-state nonvolatile memories 204, 206 is approaching

the end of its usable lifetime (e.g., a predetermined threshold), the wear leveling

module 260 may assign all new writes to the other one of the solid-state

nonvolatile memories 204, 206.

[0072] The wear leveling module 260 may also implement the

degradation testing module 406. Hereinafter, the wear leveling module 260

includes the degradation testing module 406.

[0073] Referring now to FIG. 6, a small solid-state nonvolatile memory

having a faster access time may be used in combination with a large solid-state

nonvolatile memory having a slower access time. A solid-state disk 450 may

include a controller 460, a first solid-state nonvolatile memory 462, and a second

solid-state nonvolatile memory 464. The controller 460 interfaces with a host

480. The controller 460 may include first and second memory interfaces 472,

474. The first solid-state nonvolatile memory 462 may be inexpensive and may

have a high storage capacity and a high write cycle lifetime but a lower

read/write speed (i.e., access time). The second solid-state nonvolatile memory

464 may be smaller in storage capacity, may be more expensive, and may have

a high write cycle lifetime and a faster access time relative to the first solid-state

nonvolatile memory 462.

[0074] The second solid-state nonvolatile memory 464 may have a

write access time, a read access time, an erase time, a program time, or a



cumulative access time that is shorter than that of the first solid-state nonvolatile

memory 462. Accordingly, the second solid-state nonvolatile memory 464 may

be used to cache data. The controller 460 may include the wear leveling module

260 and a mapping module 465. The wear leveling module 260 may also

implement the mapping module. The mapping module 465 may map the logical

addresses to the physical addresses of one of the first and second solid-state

nonvolatile memory 462, 464 based on access times and/or storage capacities

of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memory 462, 464.

[0075] Specifically, the mapping module may receive data from the

host 220 related to the frequencies and access times at which data may be

written to the logical addresses. The mapping module 465 may map the logical

addresses that are to be written more frequently and/or faster than others to the

physical addresses of second solid-state nonvolatile memory 464. All other

logical addresses may be mapped to the physical addresses of the first

nonvolatile memory 462. The actual write frequencies access times may be

updated by measuring write frequencies and/or access times when data is

written. In doing so, the mapping module 465 may minimize overall access time

for all accesses made to the solid-state disk 450 during read/write/erase

operations.

[0076] Depending on the application executed by the host 220, the

mapping module 465 may consider additional factors when mapping the logical

addresses to one of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memory 462,

464. The factors may include but are not limited to the length of a memory block

being written and the access time with which the memory block needs to be

written.

[0077] Referring now to FIGS. 7A-7E, a method 500 for providing a

hybrid nonvolatile solid-state (NVS) memory system using first and second NVS

memories having different write cycle lifetimes and storage capacities is shown.

The first NVS memory has a lower write cycle lifetime and higher capacity than

the second NVS memory.

[0078] In FIG. 7A, the method 500 begins at step 502. Control

receives write frequencies for logical addresses where data is to be written from



the host in step 504. Control maps the logical addresses having low write

frequencies (e.g., having write frequencies less than a predetermined threshold)

to the first NVS memory in step 506. Control maps the logical addresses having

high write frequencies (e.g., having write frequencies greater than a

predetermined threshold) to the second NVS memory in step 508.

[0079] Control writes data to the first and/or second NVS memories in

step 5 10 according to the mapping generated in steps 506 and 508. Control

measures actual write frequencies at which data is in fact written to the logical

addresses and updates the mapping in step 5 12.

[0080] In FIG. 7B, control determines whether time to perform data

shift analysis has arrived in step 5 14. If the result of step 5 14 is false, control

determines whether time to perform degradation analysis has arrived in step

5 16. If the result of step 5 16 is false, control determines whether time to perform

wear level analysis has arrived in step 5 18. If the result of step 5 14 is false,

control returns to step 5 10.

[0081] In FIG. 7C, when the result of step 5 14 is true, control

determines in step 520 if a number of write operations to a first memory block of

the first NVS memory during a predetermined time is greater than or equal to a

predetermined threshold. If the result of step 520 is false, control returns to step

5 16. If the result of step 520 is true, control maps the logical addresses that

correspond to the first memory block to a second memory block of the second

NVS memory in step 522.

[0082] Control determines in step 524 if the available memory in the

second NVS memory is less than a predetermined threshold. If the result of step

524 is false, control returns to step 5 16. If the result of step 524 is true, control

identifies a memory block of the second NVS memory is a LUB in step 526.

Control maps the logical addresses that correspond to the LUB to a memory

block of the first NVS memory in step 528, and control returns to step 5 16.

[0083] In FIG. 7D, when the result of step 5 16 is true, control writes

data to a physical address at a first time in step 530. Control reads back the

data from the physical address in step 532. Control writes data to the physical

address at a second time (e.g., after a predetermined time after the first time) in



step 534. Control reads back the data from the physical address in step 536.

Control compares the data read back in step 532 to the data read back in step

536 and generates a degradation value for the physical address in step 538.

Control updates the mapping in step 540, and control returns to step 5 18.

[0084] In FIG. 7E, when the result of step 5 18 is true, control

generates wear levels for the first and second NVS memories in step 542 based

on the number of write operations performed on the first and second memories

and the write cycle lifetime ratings of the first and second memories,

respectively. Control determines in step 544 if the wear level of the second NVS

memory is greater than a predetermined threshold. If the result of step 544 is

true, control maps all the logical memory blocks to physical memory blocks of

the first NVS memory in step 546, and control returns to step 5 10.

[0085] If the result of step 544 is false, control determines in step 548 if

the wear level of the first NVS memory is greater than a predetermined

threshold. If the result of step 548 is true, control maps all the logical memory

blocks to physical memory blocks of the second NVS memory in step 550 and,

control returns to step 5 10. If the result of step 548 is false, control returns to

step 5 10.

[0086] Referring now to FIG. 8, a method 600 for providing a hybrid

nonvolatile solid-state (NVS) memory system for caching data using first and

second NVS memories having different access times and storage capacities is

shown. The first NVS memory has a higher access time and higher capacity

than the second NVS memory. The first and second NVS memories have high

write cycle lifetimes.

[0087] The method 600 begins at step 602. Control receives data

related to write frequency and access time requirement for writing data to logical

addresses from the host in step 604. Control maps the logical addresses having

low write frequencies (e.g., having write frequencies less than a predetermined

threshold) and/or requiring slower access times to the first NVS memory in step

606. Control maps the logical addresses having high write frequencies (e.g.,

having write frequencies greater than a predetermined threshold) and/or

requiring faster access times to the second NVS memory in step 606. Control



maps the logical addresses having low write frequencies (e.g., having write

frequencies less than a predetermined threshold) and/or requiring slower access

times to the first NVS memory in step 608.

[0088] Control writes data to the first and/or second NVS memories in

step 6 10 according to the mapping generated in steps 606 and 608. Control

measures actual write frequencies and/or actual access times at which data is in

fact written to the logical addresses and updates the mapping in step 6 12. In

step 6 14, control executes steps beginning at step 5 14 of the method 500 as

shown in FIGS. 7A-7E.

[0089] Wear leveling modules according to the principles of the

present disclosure may determine wear levels for each memory block of one or

more nonvolatile semiconductor memories. The term memory block may refer to

the group of memory cells that must be written and/or erased together. For

purposes of discussion only, the term memory block will be used for a group of

memory cells that is erased together, and the wear level of a memory cell will be

based on the number of erase cycles it has sustained.

[0090] The memory cells within a memory block will have experienced

the same number of erases, although individual memory cells may not have

been programmed when the erase was initiated, and thus may not experience as

much wear. However, the wear leveling module may assume that the wear

levels of the memory cells of a memory block can be estimated by the number of

erase cycles the memory block has experienced.

[0091] The wear leveling module may track the number of erases

experienced by each memory block of the first and second memories. For

example, these numbers may be stored in a certain region of the first and/or

second memories, in a separate working memory of the wear leveling module, or

with their respective memory blocks. For example only, a predetermined area of

the memory block, which is not used for user data, may be used to store the total

number of times that memory block has been erased. When a memory block is

going to be erased, the wear leveling module may read that value, increment the

value, and write the incremented value to the memory block after the memory

block has been erased.



[0092] With a homogeneous memory architecture, the erase count

could be used as the wear level of a memory block. However, the first and

second memories may have different lifetimes, meaning that the number of

erases each memory cell can withstand is different. In various implementations,

the second memory has a longer lifetime than the first memory. The number of

erases each memory block can withstand is therefore greater in the second

memory than in the first.

[0093] The number of erases performed on a memory block may

therefore not be an appropriate comparison between a memory block from the

first memory and a memory block of the second memory. To achieve

appropriate comparisons, the erase counts can be normalized. One way of

normalizing is to divide the erase count by the total number of erase counts a

memory block in that memory is expected to be able to withstand. For example

only, the first memory has a write cycle lifetime of 10,000, while the second

memory has a write cycle lifetime of 100,000.

[0094] A memory block in the first memory that has been erased 1,000

times would then have a normalized wear level of 1/1 0, while a memory block in

the second memory that has been erased 1,000 times would then have a

normalized wear level of 1/1 00. Once the wear levels have been normalized, a

wear leveling algorithm can be employed across all the memory blocks of both

the first and second memories as if all the memory blocks formed a single

memory having a singe write cycle lifetime. Wear levels as used herein, unless

otherwise noted, are normalized wear levels.

[0095] Another way of normalizing, which avoids fractional numbers, is

to multiply the erase counts of memory blocks in the first memory (having the

lower write cycle lifetime) by the ratio of write cycle lifetimes. In the current

example, the ratio is 10 ( 100,000 / 10,000). A memory block in the first memory

that has been erased 1,000 times would then have a normalized wear level of

10,000, while a memory block in the second memory that has been erased 1,000

times would then have a normalized wear level of 1,000.

[0096] When a write request for a logical address arrives at the wear

leveling module, the wear leveling module may determine if the logical address



is already mapped to a physical address. If so, the wear leveling module may

direct the write to that physical address. If the write would require an erase of

the memory block, the wear leveling module may determine if there are any

unused memory blocks with lower wear levels. If so, the wear leveling module

may direct the write to the unused memory block having the lowest wear level.

[0097] For a write request to a logical address that is not already

mapped, the wear leveling module may map the logical address to the unused

memory block having the lowest wear level. If the wear leveling module expects

that the logical address will be rewritten relatively infrequently, the wear leveling

module may map the logical address to the unused memory block having the

highest wear level.

[0098] When the wear leveling module has good data for estimating

access frequencies, the wear leveling module may move data from a used

memory block to free that memory block for an incoming write. In this way, an

incoming write to a memory block that is relatively frequently accessed can be

written to a memory block with a low wear level. Also, an incoming write to a

memory block that is relatively infrequently accessed can be written to a memory

block with a high wear level. The data that was moved can be placed in an

unused memory block that may be chosen based on how often the moved data

is expected to be rewritten.

[0099] At various times, such as periodically, the wear leveling module

may analyze the wear levels of the memory blocks, and remap relatively

frequently rewritten logical addresses to memory blocks with low wear levels. In

addition, the wear leveling module may remap relatively infrequently rewritten

logical addresses to memory blocks with high wear levels, which is known as

static data shifting. Remapping may involve swapping data in two memory

blocks. During the swap, the data from one of the memory blocks may be stored

in an unused memory block, or in temporary storage.

[0100] The wear leveling module may also maintain a list of memory

blocks that have surpassed their write cycle lifetime. No new data will be written

to these memory blocks, and data that was previously stored in those memory

blocks is written to other memory blocks. Although the goal of the wear leveling



module is that no memory block wears out before the others, some memory

blocks may wear out prematurely under real-world circumstances. Identifying

and removing unreliable memory blocks allows the full lifetime of the remaining

memory blocks to be used before the solid-state disk is no longer usable.

[0101] It should be understood that while the present disclosure, for

illustration purposes, describes first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories

204, 206, the teachings of the present disclosure may also be applied to other

types of memories. In addition, the memories may not be limited to individual

modules. For example, the teachings of the present disclosure may be applied

to memory zones within a single memory chip or across multiple memory chips.

Each memory zone may be used to store data in accordance with the teachings

of the present disclosure.

[0102] FIG. 9 illustrates a system 900. The system 900 can be any

device that stores data, e.g., a computer, set top box, cellular phone (or other

type of wireless handheld device), and the like. The system 900 includes solid

state disk 200 for storing data as described above.

[0103] FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary solid-state memory system

according to the present disclosure. The memory system includes a solid-state

disk 1000 in communication with a host 1005. The solid-state disk may

comprise a controller 10 10, a first solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001 and a

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1002. As an example only, the first solid-

state nonvolatile memory 1001 may comprise a high endurance (i.e., high write

cycle lifetime) memory device, such as a single-level cell (SLC) flash chip. The

first solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001 may be more expensive and have a

lower capacity (and/or density) as compared to second solid-state nonvolatile

memory 1002, which may comprise a lower endurance and/or higher capacity

(and/or density) memory device, such as a multi-level cell (MLC) flash chip. In

this manner, solid-state disk 1000 may provide a storage system that balances

endurance levels, capacity, and cost.

[0104] Controller 10 10 may comprise a first memory interface 10 11

and a second memory interface 10 12 for interfacing with the first and second

solid-state nonvolatile memories, respectively. Further, the controller 10 10 may



include a mapping module 10 13 and a fatigue management module 10 14 for

mapping the logical addresses received from host 1005 to the physical

addresses present in the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 1001 ,

1002. During a write operation, data from the host 1005 is written to the first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001 via the first memory interface 10 11 or to the

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1002 via the second memory interface

10 12. During a read operation, data is provided to the host 1005 from the first or

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001 , 1002 via the first or second

memory interface 10 1 1, 10 12, respectively.

[0105] The mapping module 10 13 and fatigue management module

10 14 may determine to which of the first or second solid-state nonvolatile

memories 1001 , 1002 a particular logical address will be mapped. Fatigue

management module 10 14 may also incorporate the mapping module, such that

it performs the functions of both the mapping module 10 13 and fatigue

management module 10 14.

[0106] In general, the fatigue management module 10 14 monitors the

number and/or frequency of write operations to the logical addresses received

from the host 1005. The logical addresses may identify one or more

corresponding memory blocks. Fatigue management module 1014 will map the

most frequently written to logical addresses to physical addresses that reside in

the memory with the higher endurance. In furtherance of this goal, fatigue

management module 1014 may generate a write frequency ranking for each of

the logical addresses received from host 1005. The write frequency rankings

may comprise the full set of logical addresses in the order of the number of

writes to each logical address. Alternatively, the write frequency ranking may

comprise the number of write operations to each logical address over a

predetermined period. The use of a predetermined period allows for logical

addresses that have a high number of total write operations, but which are no

longer being written to frequently, to change from being designated as a high

frequency address to a low frequency address.

[0107] In order to generate the write frequency ranking, the fatigue

management module 1014 may keep a write count for each logical address to



which the host 1005 requests a write operation. When the solid-state disk 1000

is first used, for example, when an operating system is first installed, or after re

formatting in which there is a re-definition of swap space, the fatigue

management module 10 14 and mapping module 10 13 may first write to the

higher endurance nonvolatile memory, which in the illustrated example is first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001 . After a predetermined percentage or all of

the useable physical addresses of the first solid-state nonvolatile memory 1001

are populated, the next written logical address may be mapped to the lower

endurance nonvolatile memory. Once the higher endurance memory is

populated to a certain threshold, and the lower endurance memory begins being

written to, fatigue management module 10 14 will operate to manage the

mapping to the two memories. In other words, the most frequently written to

logical addresses will be mapped to physical addresses in the higher endurance

memory, while the least frequently written to logical addresses will be mapped to

the lower endurance memory.

[0108] In one example, the fatigue management module 1014 ranks

logical addresses according to the total number of write operations that have

been performed to them. The highest ranked logical addresses will be mapped

to physical addresses in the higher endurance memory, with the remaining

logical addresses being addressed to the physical addresses in the lower

endurance memory. Alternatively, the ranking of logical addresses may instead

be based upon the number of write operations over a predetermined period. In

this example, heavily written to logical addresses that have not been written to

for a period of time may rank below logical addresses that have recently been

written to more frequently. Thus, logical addresses that are mapped to the

higher endurance memory may have a lower total number of write operations

associated with them than logical addresses in the lower endurance memory. In

yet another example, a combination of the total write operations and a write per

period ranking may be utilized.

[0109] In another exemplary embodiment, the write frequency for a

logical address may be determined by the period of time that has elapsed since

the logical address was last written to. In this manner, the write frequency



rankings can be determined by putting the most recently written to logical

address at the top of the rankings, while the logical address with the longest

period of time since being written to will be at the bottom. It is contemplated that

the elapsed time may be stored such a complete re-ranking of logical addresses

does not occur each time the solid-state disk 1000 is powered on. In yet another

embodiment, an average of the elapsed time between write cycles for a

particular logical address may be used to generate the write frequency ranking

for each logical address. Thus, a previously frequently written to logical address

that has since become infrequently written to will eventually migrate to a lower

write frequency ranking and, thus, be stored in the lower endurance memory. In

a further embodiment, the average of the elapsed time between write cycles may

be normalized based on the write cycle lifetimes (or, remaining write cycle

lifetimes) of the lower and higher endurance memories, as is discussed more

fully above.

[01 10] In order to determine a write frequency and, thus, the write

frequency ranking for a logical address, a weighted time-decay average of the

write count for each logical address can be calculated according to the following

equation:

WCA(n+1 ) = WCA(n) * ( 1 -a) + WE(n) * a, ( 1 )

where WCA(n) is the time averaged write count at timestep n; WE(n) is the

actual write event at timestep n, which equals 1 if there was write performed at

timestep n or otherwise equals 0; and 'a' is a constant chosen to have the

appropriate time-decay, where 'a' is sometimes referred to as the "attack rate

constant" and ( 1 -a) is sometimes referred to as the "decay rate constant."

Alternatively, a two parameter system could be used, such that Equation 1

above becomes:

WCA(n+1 ) = WCA(n) * d + WE(n) * a, (2)

where d is the decay rate constant, and all other variables are the same as

above.

[01 11] The actual mapping of logical addresses to physical addresses

within either the first or second memories may include the wear leveling

functionality described above. Thus, the assignment of a particular logical



address to either the first or second memory may be determined by the fatigue

management module 10 14, while the particular physical address within the

selected memory may be determined by the wear leveling module, as described

above.

[01 12] Referring now to FIG. 11, an exemplary solid-state memory

system including independent wear leveling modules for each of the memories

according to the present disclosure is illustrated. The memory system includes a

solid-state disk 1200 in communication with a host 1205. The solid-state disk

may comprise a controller 12 10, a first solid-state nonvolatile memory 1201 and

a second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1202. As an example only, the first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 1201 may comprise a high endurance (i.e., high

write cycle lifetime) memory device, such as a single-level cell (SLC) flash chip.

The first solid-state nonvolatile memory 1201 may be more expensive and have

a lower capacity (and/or density) as compared to second solid-state nonvolatile

memory 1202, which may comprise a lower endurance and/or higher capacity

(and/or density) memory device, such as a multi-level cell (MLC) flash chip. In

this manner, solid-state disk 1200 may provide a storage system that balances

endurance levels, capacity, and cost.

[01 13] Controller 12 10 may comprise a first memory interface 12 11

and a second memory interface 12 12 for interfacing with the first and second

solid-state nonvolatile memories, respectively. Further, the controller 12 10 may

include a mapping module 12 13 and a fatigue management module 12 14 for

mapping the logical addresses received from host 1205 to the physical

addresses present in the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 1201 ,

1202. During a write operation, data from the host 1205 is written to the first

solid-state nonvolatile memory 1201 via the first memory interface 12 11 or to the

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1202 via the second memory interface

12 12. During a read operation, data is provided to the host 1205 from the first or

second solid-state nonvolatile memory 1201 , 1202 via the first or second

memory interface 12 1 1, 12 12, respectively.

[01 14] The mapping module 12 13 and fatigue management module

12 14 may determine to which of the first or second solid-state nonvolatile



memories 1201 , 1202 a particular logical address will be mapped. Fatigue

management module 12 14 may also incorporate the mapping module, such that

it performs the functions of both the mapping module 12 13 and fatigue

management module 12 14. The mapping module 12 13 may also include first

and second wear leveling modules 12 15, 12 16. Alternatively, first and second

wear leveling modules 12 15, 12 16 may be included in fatigue management

module 12 14, or may even be separate from mapping module 12 13 and fatigue

management module 12 14 (not shown).

[01 15] The first and second wear leveling modules 12 15, 12 16 may

provide for independent wear leveling of actual physical addresses within each

of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile memories 1201 , 1202. As

discussed above, the goal of the wear leveling module may be to level the wear

across all the areas of its solid-state nonvolatile memory so that no one area (or

physical address) wears out before the rest of the areas within the memory. An

overhead area within each of the first and second solid-state nonvolatile

memories 1201 , 1203 may be utilized for moving data between physical

addresses within a memory, which is sometimes referred to as "garbage

collection."

[01 16] Referring now to FIG. 12, an exemplary mapping/write

frequency ranking table 800 according to the present disclosure is shown. The

mapping/write frequency ranking table 800 comprises a list of logical addresses

LA1 - LAn in column 802. For each logical address LA1 - LAn, a total write count

is monitored and maintained in column 804. The total write counts WC1 - WCn

comprises the number of writes performed to the logical addresses LA1 - LAn,

respectively. At column 806, the write frequency rankings WFR 1 - WFR n for

logical addresses LA1 - LAn, respectively, is stored. The write frequency

rankings WFR 1 - WFRn may be determined in various ways, as discussed

above. The physical addresses PA1 - Pan to which logical addresses LA1 - LAn,

respectively, have been mapped are stored in column 808. Columns 804-808

are updated as necessary or desirable, such that the information contained

therein is accurate and/or up-to-date.



[01 17] Referring now to FIG. 13, an exemplary method 1100 for

managing the fatigue of a hybrid endurance solid-state storage device is shown.

In this example, the first memory has a higher endurance level (or write cycle

lifetime) than the second NVS memory. The method 1100 begins at step 1102.

Control receives the logical address 1130 to be written to at step 1104. At step

1106, control determines the write frequency for the received logical address

1130. Based on the write frequency determination at step 1106, the write

frequency ranking for that logical address 1130 is determined at 1108.

[01 18] At step 1110, the write frequency ranking for the logical address

1130 to be written to is compared with the lowest write frequency ranking

present in the first memory. If the write frequency ranking for the logical address

1130 is lower than the lowest write frequency ranking in the first memory, at step

1112 the logical address 1130 is mapped to the second memory. At step 1114,

the data is written according to the mapping, which comprises writing the data to

be written to the logical address 1130 to the second memory array. The method

1100 ends at step 1116.

[01 19] If, however, the write frequency ranking for the logical address

1130 is higher than the lowest write frequency ranking in the first memory, the

method passes to step 1118. At step 1118, the logical address with the lowest

write frequency ranking present in the first memory is mapped instead to the

second memory. At step 1120, the data present at the logical address

comprising the lowest write frequency ranking in the first memory is moved to the

second memory. The logical address 1130 is then mapped to the first memory

at step 1122. The method 1100 then passes to step 1114, which writes data

according to the mapping. The method 1100 ends at step 1116.

[0120] Those skilled in the art can now appreciate from the foregoing

description that the broad teachings of the disclosure can be implemented in a

variety of forms. For example, one or more steps of methods described above

may be performed in a different order (or concurrently) and still achieve desirable

results. Therefore, while this disclosure includes particular examples, the true

scope of the disclosure should not be so limited since other modifications will



become apparent to the skilled practitioner upon a study of the drawings, the

specification, and the following claims.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A solid state memory system, comprising:

a first nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a first write cycle

lifetime and a first set of physical addresses;

a second nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a second write

cycle lifetime and a second set of physical addresses, wherein the first write

cycle lifetime is greater than the second write cycle lifetime; and

a fatigue management module to

generate a write frequency ranking for a plurality of logical

addresses; and

map each of the plurality of logical addresses to a physical

address of the first set of physical addresses or the second set of physical

addresses based on the write frequency rankings.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a number of write operations to

the one of the plurality of logical addresses.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a number of write operations to

the one of the plurality logical addresses during a predetermined period.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a time averaged write count for

the one of the plurality of logical addresses.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the time averaged write count is

based on:

WCA(n+1 ) = WCA(n) * d + WE(n) * a,



where WCA(n) is the time averaged write count at timestep n; WE(n) is an actual

write event at timestep n, such that WE(n) equals 1 if a write event occurred at

timestep n and otherwise equals 0; d is a first constant; and a is a second

constant.

6. The system of claim 1, further comprising a wear leveling module,

wherein the wear leveling module:

generates a first wear level for the first nonvolatile semiconductor

memory based on the first write cycle lifetime; and

generates a second wear level for the second nonvolatile

semiconductor memory based on the second write cycle lifetime,

wherein the mapping of the plurality of logical addresses is further

based on the first wear level and the second wear level.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein a lowest write frequency rating of

the logical addresses that are mapped to the first nonvolatile semiconductor

memory is greater than a highest write frequency rating of the logical addresses

that are mapped to the second nonvolatile semiconductor memory.

8. A fatigue management method for a solid state memory system,

comprising:

providing a first nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a first

write cycle lifetime and a first set of physical addresses;

providing a second nonvolatile semiconductor memory having a

second write cycle lifetime and a second set of physical addresses, wherein the

first write cycle lifetime is greater than the second write cycle lifetime;

generating a write frequency ranking for a plurality of logical

addresses; and

mapping each of the plurality of logical addresses to a physical

address of the first set of physical addresses or the second set of physical

addresses based on the write frequency rankings.



9. The method of claim 8, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a number of write operations to

the one of the plurality of logical addresses.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a number of write operations to

the one of the plurality logical addresses during a predetermined period.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the write frequency ranking for one

of the plurality of logical addresses is based on a time averaged write count for

the one of the plurality of logical addresses.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the time averaged write count is

based on:

WCA(n+1 ) = WCA(n) * d + WE(n) * a,

where WCA(n) is the time averaged write count at timestep n; WE(n) is an actual

write event at timestep n, such that WE(n) equals 1 if a write event occurred at

timestep n and otherwise equals 0; d is a first constant; and a is a second

constant.

13. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

generating a first wear level for the first nonvolatile semiconductor

memory based on the first write cycle lifetime; and

generating a second wear level for the second nonvolatile

semiconductor memory based on the second write cycle lifetime,

wherein the mapping of the plurality of logical addresses is further based

on the first wear level and the second wear level.

14. The method of claim 8, wherein a lowest write frequency rating of

the logical addresses that are mapped to the first nonvolatile semiconductor

memory is greater than a highest write frequency rating of the logical addresses

that are mapped to the second nonvolatile semiconductor memory.
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